
CASTRO'S CONVERTIBLE
a short play by Phoebe Eaton

"In short there's simply not/A more congenial spot/For happily-
ever-aftering than here in Camelot."

JFK and Castro throw it down, yo 
A little après-death afterlife taekwondo



SETTING: A street corner in Havana, Cuba.  A palm tree or two as scenery.

THE PLAYAS (ages 18 to 28): 
Fidel Castro, in trademark olive-green fatigues and cap, looking old (but not stooped) and 
still direct as a nail gun. Chewing his pacifier of a cigar. Played by much younger man 
wearing obviously fake gray beard, long enough so Fidel can pull it up and sadly realize 
he's happily-ever-hereaftering as an old man. Accent is Pacino in Scarface.

John F. "Jack" Kennedy, in gray suit, white shirt, tie, hanky nosing out of breast pocket. 
Codes youthful. Wears Wayfarer sunglasses as in a Nouvelle Vague film. Boston accent.

William Shakespeare,  Elizabethanly attired. Chestnut beard whittled to a point. Rapier 
mustache. A single small hoop earring. Wayfarer sunglasses. A wig might help carry the 
joke. Could start out sounding British, then veer more urban, throwing gang signs, etc. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: This ain't a musical. The rhymes are performed in classic rap-
battle form, e.g.. Eminem vs. Xzibit at the Lunch Truck/YouTube. Ages fluid due to 
costuming. In furtherance of any Hamilton parody, Jack and Will could be cast African-
American; Fidel, Hispanic. 

SYNOPSIS:
Castro awaits his motorcade in Havana, only to realize he's now, in fact, dead when his 
chariot to the afterlife finally pulls up: a '62 Bonneville convertible with Shakespeare at the 
wheel -- arch-nemesis Jack Kennedy riding shotgun. A heated discussion ensues: here in 
the Hereafter, Shakespeare continues to write the tragedies of heads of state. Next on his 
plate: JFK-- only this being present day, Shakespeare's writing JFK's biopic, for which he 
means to interview Castro on controversial points of history. 

The trio is soon in the thick of battle, throwing it down over scandalous doings then and 
U.S. foreign policy now: Castro, still terminally paranoid. JFK, still wrestling down his 
thick Boston accent. Shakespeare, ever the commercially-minded sellout, swinging like a 
pendulum between the two, from iambic pentameter to rap -- Bard of the Schoolyard. 

A sameness of issues today reveals itself. When is involvement interference? What to do 
about nations making far-ranging decisions whose own citizens only ever have a keyhole 
view of the big picture? Or their picture simply doesn't mesh with our picture?  The play 
comments on the ostrich-y 'Don't-ask-what-your-country-does-for-you' attitude we 've 
generally adopted here in the States. And has a relevancy now that president-elect Donald 
Trump wants to scrap the Iran nuclear deal, hints at using nuclear weapons on ISIS and 
giving Russia more latitude in Syria. Russia has also lately asked Trump to pressure 
NATO to withdraw troops from Europe's Russian border, a response to its sudden 
escalated presence there and disclosure of its largest ever nuclear missile, Satan 2 -- capable 
of obliterating an area the size of France.



SPOT ON CASTRO, stage left.  Pacing, on cellphone. Sound of  CAR SCREECHING to 
halt; a car door OPENING, then SLAMMING SHUT. 

LIGHTS UP on VINTAGE PONTIAC CONVERTIBLE stage right, pointed directly at 
the audience; SHAKESPEARE sits in driver’s seat. JFK loiters beside car on Castro’s side 
waiting, arms folded. Checks his watch.

CASTRO
I’m looking for the motorcade and not seeing nothing....Sí, a 1962 Bonneville just pulled 
up....No, I’m not getting in. Lucky it don't break down in da middle of Vedado. (Staring at 
handset indignantly.) Hey, who do ju think ju are? Uber?.... (Line dies.)¿Hola? ¿Hola?

(Leaned up against the car, JFK peers down at Castro over his Wayfarers.)

CASTRO
Cabrón! Ju are kidding me.

JFK
Famous last words, Comrade.  

CASTRO
It’s not ju, Kennedy! Jor Arlington-cemetery dead, Kennedy! Those fuckers at the 
Ministry of Economic Cooperation, they put something in my food! LSD from the CIA! 

JFK
Yeah. Or maybe after all these years you finally kicked it.

CASTRO
Still the same sad-frog eyes, Kennedy. The same inhection-molded-plastic hair. Know 
what we used to call ju? The Ken doll, sí.

JFK
In the hereafter, we appear as our better selves.  

CASTRO
(Picks up beard. Sees it’s gray.) Coño! Then why do I look like that lunatic Sharlton 
Heston playing Moses?

JFK
Your status here is elder statesman.
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CASTRO
But I want to be jung again. (Roguishly.) Where's that Hackie? 

JFK
Gallivanting around here somewhere on her horse. I must warn you, she’s only 12 years 
old. 

CASTRO
¡Ay, caramba! 

JFK
Listen, she’s happy.

CASTRO
I imagine there are other distractions, keepin’ ju busy. I won’t name names.

JFK
That’s smaht.  Because then I’d have to 
convey regards from all the chiquitas, 
sorry, (air quotes) service professionals 
who remember some guy named Fidel 
hitting it hard at the Hotel Nacional.

SHAKESPEARE
(Drumming steering wheel conga-ishly.) 
Babaloo, babaloo ayé!

CASTRO
So they give ju a convertible and a driver. Another cosmic joke, no? 

JFK
You got that right.

CASTRO
Ju know, just so ju know, I had NOTHING to do with jor, ju know --

JFK
Once a lawyer, always a lawyer. Right Fidel? -- 

CASTRO
And not Bobby, neither. Spickin’ of lawyers.

JFK
Speaking of which, Bobby’s meeting us later for drinks.

CASTRO
Warm up the ice cubes! A toast to the Cold War! This here Hereafter’s run by the Daily 
Show writer room. Listen, screw Bobby. Mama la pinga, he hated me from Day One. Let 
him try to kill me, again and again. I’m already dead! Natural causes, muthasuckas!
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JFK
Hey it’s a not inconsiderable achievement --

CASTRO
Yeah, and screw Raul, too. These little brothers, always scheming. Undermining. So.....ju 
must know everything now. This Lee Harvey Oswald pobrecito, no way he did ju alone. 
The mafia! No! Jor briefcase boys at the CIA!  

JFK
Later. There’s somebody you gotta meet. 

CASTRO
Ju pissed a lot of people off, Hack. 

JFK
Say hello to my little friend. Dr. Castro, Will Shakespeare.  

SHAKESPEARE
(Shakespeare lofts himself up from the driver’s seat.) Not that we need his life rights 
anymore. 

CASTRO
I’m thinkin’, who's the maricón in the crayssy outfit?  Dat hair could get jor face turned 
into Hamburger Helper in Habana.   

SHAKESPEARE
(Shaking hands.) Duuude! 

CASTRO
No "good dawning to thee, gracious sovereign"? 

SHAKESPEARE
I'm a utility player. I work across multiple genres. Dude, what are you smoking?

JFK
Is that a Cohiber?

CASTRO
Ju bet jor sweet bippy.  (Patting pocket.) Thank the pope I brought extra.

SHAKESPEARE
We’re seeing those now, t’was first a mys’try
Stupid embargo, suddenly hist’ry
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CASTRO
So los cubanos ain’t just a bunch of punk-ass bitches, huh, Hack. None-a them yanqui 
poodle candy-ass neighbors ju surrounded us with ever learned to roll a decent cigarro. 

SHAKESPEARE
Let alone an exploding cigarro. 

CASTRO
So ju know about that.

SHAKESPEARE
Yes, Bobby let it slip.

CASTRO
As an attempt on my life, it was a total frat move.

SHAKESPEARE
Well it may not make it in. I don’t have final cut.

JFK
Will here's doing my biopic. 

CASTRO
Better him den dat pendejo Ohliver Stone. 

JFK
Or God forbid, that Zapruder with his handheld. 

SHAKESPEARE
Rank amateur. That shaky camera stuff only confuses the Chinese audiences. 

CASTRO
Ju know, I always thought William Shakespeare was a poeta. Not some cheap bisnero, a 
Hollywood horse’s culo. 

SHAKESPEARE
Hey man, don’t be getting all contentious
Iambic pentameter’s way pretentious 

JFK
Will’s got questions about those thermonuclear missiles that turned up on your sand dune 
pointed right up America’s rectum. The negotiations with Chairman Khrushchev leading to 
their removal from Cuber. 
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CASTRO
(To SHAKESPEARE) Hey, ju make me look like Khrushchev’s puppet, I stick my hand 
up jor ass so high I make ju lipsync Here Come Santa Claus. 

JFK
Will here does all the heads of state. He’s got a waiting list.

CASTRO
Let Shakespeare write ju jor little tragedy. I’ll take this Lin-Manuel Miranda fella who’s got 
dat Hamilton in Nueva Jork.  

JFK
Yes well, it may be some time before Señor Miranda is available.

SHAKESPEARE
Dude’s, like, some rapper. (To KENNEDY, patronizingly.)  But how would he know?

CASTRO
I am not unaware. So my spies tell me.

SHAKESPEARE
Trust me, you don’t got the dope on every dope MC. (Rapping.) Ninety miles off the coast 
your man Nikita got atomic --

JFK
-- The Joint Chiefs wanna show the love. And blood? It ain’t platonic

CASTRO
-- Dawg, da CIA had 600 ways dey said dey’d kill jors truly --

SHAKESPEARE
-- Dawg, we’re lucky this here JFK responds to pressure coolly
 It was almost the end of humanity
Because of collective insanity 
An end-of-the-world scenario
Goodbye to our careerios -- 

CASTRO
Ha’ ju lost jor honey-nut Cheerios?
Maybe jor not the real dealio 
Hack here thinks he’s Super Mario 
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His brains has some kind of malario 
Jor not the right guy for this, Mr. Stage-abethan
Pissin’ imperialist propaganda out your urethra 
Ju did some bum number on dat Richard the Third  
Ain’t pourin my feelins to some biased British turd 
Jor lucky ju get one-eighth da real story 
If dis is how ju see it, jor in planet Earth’s minority 
Kennedys’ been in more deep holes than a vibrator in a sorority
What this comandante wanted was a standard-issue coup  
His crew was training exile traitors there at the Miami zoo!
That bubblegummer brother, yo, there ain’t no great-a hata 
Bobby ran the special op, yo he’s the deputy chief vibrata

SHAKESPEARE
Bobby denies all knowledge he sent any terminator
All circumstantial evidence
Of course he’s pleading ignorance  
But I hear tell of exploding sea shells. And also mafia hitmen -- 
Yo bark it to me dawg, give me an education
I am the guy no shit check it, invented the word assassination

CASTRO
(to SHAKESPEARE) Chico, I’m lookin’ at ju and that stupid ’do and I’m guessin’ ju 
never seen Homeland 
Yo, it’s the American way, the CIA. Subversion’s how Kennedys roll, man
Neutralize eliminate exterminate liquidate  
Never cop to knowing, these imperialist degenerates 
Plausible deniability 
Yo Google the ‘Church Committtee’   
Kennedys’ men poisoned a ballpoint pen. They went after my chop suey 
Talk about ‘Chinese takeout’ ! They wanna get rid of me. Are ju feelin’ me? 

SHAKESPEARE
So apparently you and you alone had a decent Internet connection

CASTRO
My people are spared stuff, cuz, but it’s 
really for their own protection

JFK
-- Like the truth?
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JFK
Listen to me Fidel, nobody takes you seriously 
You dress like you’re scoping out World War Three
Bay of Pigs is finito, yo I guess you didn’t hear  
Still you tried to fuck my shit up in the Western hemisphere 
Oh and by the by, I’m still the star of my own damn motion picture 
I’m the one whose untimely death is clouded with conjecture  
Shakespeare man let’s make this clear, y’ain’t writing Fidel no sonnet --

SHAKESPEARE
I’m on it. I’m on it. I’m on and on-on and on it

JFK
I know where I stand in history and guv, you better not bomb it

CASTRO
Amazin’ how ju stand here now rewritin’ it like a motherfucka
As far as dis here movie goes, maybe find some other sucka (points at JFK)
He compared me to Simón Bolivar when I booted that pimp bitch Batista --

JFK
-- Too bad you leapt in Khrushchev’s lap and declared yourself communista

SHAKESPEARE
(Inquiring of  CASTRO, pulling out a pad, taking notes) Now about the time you begged 
your new best friends to nuke D.C. --

CASTRO
The moment war-criminal JFK invades, we bring his generals to their knees 
So what? Our Russian homies went and loaned us a few rockets --

KENNEDY
-- Yes, ‘Jack and Bobby Kennedy, you are cordially invited to suck it.’

CASTRO
S’not like sending us some warheads was forbidden by any treaty 
Bro wanna pretend jor some shlock Freudian? We were vulnerable and desperately needy  

SHAKESPEARE
And so our plot thickens

JFK
It was now a game of chicken
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CASTRO
America say ju better don’t
Chico since when that mean we won’t? --

SHAKESPEARE
You urged your Commie comrades to shoot down his spy plane 

CASTRO
Ju violate our air space, ju don’t care we complain
Ju best believe jor gonna feel the pain
America bigfooting in everybody’s faces 
Ju wanna see an autentico yeti? Say ola to John Fitzgerald Kennedy
Donald Trump might be a bigfoot. S’too bad we’ll never meet
But leetle hands mean leetle peepee. (And also leetle feet!)

JFK
He thinks he can work with Russia. That’s one helluvan assumption --
Trump and Russians, they got one thing in common
Up there on the head yo is a giant dead cat 
But in Russia that thing there is genuinely a hat

SHAKESPEARE
(to CASTRO) So a persecution complex caused your acute projectile dysfunction 
Only thoughts of retribution give you a raging hard-on

CASTRO
(Sings chorus from “La Bamba”) Bomba, bomba/bomba, bomba!

JFK
So we all just nuke it out. That’s a helluva solution  
From a regime based on a land theft you rebranded as revolution 

CASTRO
Okay so let’s talk petty motivations
Hello Bay of Pigs public humiliation 
Jor douchebag rules and sanctions made Cuba da world’s pariah  
So everybody sees ju got a dick an’ not son girl’s papaya
Same m.o. today in North Korea, Syria, and Russia
Still sending terminators, makin’ peoples disappear
Hasta la Vista baby
Señor Drone is here
In the name of what saint does Hack Kennedy ride the high road? 
Baring jor butt for dose shots from Dr. Feelgood 

SHAKESPEARE
(to JFK) You were rollerballing amphetamine your entire administration!
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JFK
Dude I got a bad back and that ain’t smack, the weight of the world I be carryin’

CASTRO
Sure, stand around in a suit and tie quoting Robert Frost and Aeschylus 
I wanna know where Timothy Leary’s at on jor pseudo-intellectual checklis’?

SHAKESPEARE
(Points  at JFK with pencil) So he’s all, ‘baby,  you gotta lose those missiles’
(Points  at CASTRO) And you’re all, ‘only a schnauzer comes when you whistle’ 
Fidel, you said ‘war against the United States is my true destiny’ --

JFK
(Interrupting) -- The Beard here scared the shit outta Bobby and me 
But Obama whacks Osama and he’s still the Dalai Lama 
If you think I shoulda gone easier on my man Fidel here,
Don’t ask what your country’s doing for you in Eye-ran, Pakistan, and North Korea-r

SHAKESPEARE
It was almost the apocalypse, the world literally within inches
What dramarama diplomacy is. Props to you two crazy bitches 

JFK
Hundreds of millions of human lives 
You could kiss our stupid asses goodbye  
Shakespeare, be a true bro and give me some shine 
The credit for calling off Doomsday is mine
Shouts to the Bard, yo my man’s wicked smaht
Scopin’ dark corners of every man’s heart

CASTRO
Cuz, if that’s what ju be thinkin’, I don’t give three cucumbers
Ladies and gents, welcome Dumb and Shakes-Dumber 
And one day maybe JFK will say Cuba instead of Cuber
This cabrón’s brief shining moment launched a thousand conspiracy books 
Chicas still squawkin’ ‘bout his Brooks Brother looks
Lee Oswald’s wife was in mad love with ’im 
It’s some fuckin’ surprise the yellous husband goes and wastes ’im?

SHAKESPEARE
(to CASTRO) Yo, Oswald rolled his ass into your Mexico City embassy 
Shouting he would kill Kennedy in an acid rain of obscenity

JFK
The guy said he’d do it if you gave him a visa-r
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SHAKESPEARE
There is but one mind in all these men, and it is bent against Caesar

CASTRO
Know sonthing Billy boyo? I’m a Caesar, too 
So screw Hack, screw his movie, and screw ju, too
And pimp-slap that ’ho who gave birth to ju
I been Caesar longer than this Ivy League Romeo
O irony! --

SHAKESPEARE
 -- It’s a travesty! 

JFK
-- Pass the Courvoisier! 

CASTRO
-- ¡Ay dios mío!  America’s dick is still stuck in Guatánamo

SHAKESPEARE
You think that concerns the average American Joe?
To him Cuba’s ball players, beaches, and ’hos

CASTRO
(Sung to “Guantanamera”)  Qué será será
Ju know that life ain’t no fair-a
It’s a nightmare-a
To be stuck with ju here-a....

JFK
You know I think I’m gonna need that 
drink now  

(SHAKESPEARE starts the car as JFK 
gets in.)

SHAKESPEARE
Hey, cuz. You better give us those Cohibas or get ready to hitch

JFK
You know, I’m sure he’d rather walk --

CASTRO
-- Das right! Than be jor leetle bitch

(Blackout. The sound of a CAR PEELING OUT.)  
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